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• Our indicative large cap equity model portfolio (“Quality-21”) has

Deal Team – At Your Service”Quality-21/Consistent-15” continues to outperform…

Though we have a tilt towards higher beta that could generate substantial• Our indicative large cap equity model portfolio ( Quality-21 ) has
continued to deliver an impressive return (inclusive of dividends) of ~74%
since its inception (June 21, 2011) vis-à-vis the index return of ~52%
during the same period, an outperformance of ~22%. This validates our
thesis of selecting companies with sound business fundamentals that
forms the core theme of our portfolio. Our midcap portfolio (“Consistent-
15”) outperformed the benchmark by ~1.5x since June 2011 (~1x during
June 2014). Our consistent outperformance demonstrates our superior

returns given their respective market dominance, we have not deviated
from our core focus on holding good brands. We exit DCB (74% returns),
JK Cement (71%) to book profits since potential upside appears limited,
hereafter, and remove Tata Global Beverages and Oberoi Realty as
company-specific headwinds could likely persist in the medium term

• Our conviction in domestic recovery is visible in terms of relative
weightage of sector vis-à-vis the index. We remain overweight on theJune 2014). Our consistent outperformance demonstrates our superior

stock picking ability as markets in H2CY15 aligned to our view of
favourable risk-reward, good franchisee vs. reward-at-any-risk businesses.
Some key performers of our portfolio are Lupin, Sun Pharmaceuticals,
Axis Bank, TCS and Info Edge delivering ~120-230% returns since
inception

• We have always suggested the SIP mode of investment and still find a lot
of merit in it as the preferred mode of deployment given the market

e g tage o secto s à s t e de e e a o e e g t o t e
consumer discretionary (auto, consumer), financials (private sector banks
in particular), and the infra space (cement, infra and power). This has been
primarily triggered by hopes of a rate cut by the RBI on the back of
moderating inflation and possibility of decisive action in the infrastructure
and real economy space by the new government. We are also overweight
on telecom, media owing to reducing concerns & better earnings growth

• We have turned underweight on oil & gas as we have chosen to replaceof merit in it as the preferred mode of deployment given the market
conditions and volatility associated since the inception of the portfolio. It
has outperformed other portfolios, thus, reinforcing our belief in a plan of
investment. However, now we are also advising clients to look at lump
sum investments at any possible dips

• The last six months saw a paradigm shift in the global energy industry as
crude prices declined to a historic five-year low to $58 (down ~46% YTD).
Intense competition among oil producing nations for market share (Opec

We have turned underweight on oil & gas as we have chosen to replace
Reliance with ONGC has better risk-reward (muted RoIs from unrelated
investments could impact the former while the latter has lessening
regulatory challenges). We continue to remain underweight on pure play
defensives (IT, FMCG) as secular earnings coupled with sector rotation
could de-rate valuations and offer limited upside. We remain equal weight
on pharma, metals (global generic opportunity, stock specific play)

• On individual names we are strongly overweight on companies like L&TIntense competition among oil-producing nations for market share (Opec
vs. non-Opec) and ramp-up in US shale resources led to this slump in
global commodity aided further by languishing global growth prospects.
While world economies adjust to this new normal, India, which fulfils
~80% of its oil demand through imports, could be a major beneficiary of
this benign oil scenario. Thus, domestic equities attracted strong FII flows
(YTD $16 billion, highest ever) helped by a stable, reformist central
government Consequently sectors geared towards a pick up in domestic

House view on Index

• Factoring in the fall in inflation, comfortable CAD, improved sentiments
and pick-up in GDP growth, we expect Sensex EPS to grow 15%, 20% to
| 1570 and | 1890 during FY15E, FY16E respectively (CAGR of 17% over
FY14-17E). Pickup in earnings could index get further re-rated and hence,
we assign a P/E multiple of 15x on FY17E EPS to arrive at a fair value of

• On individual names, we are strongly overweight on companies like L&T
and UltraTech in the infra space while we prefer HDFC & SBI in financials

government. Consequently, sectors geared towards a pick-up in domestic
economy like consumer discretionary, banks, auto and cement
outperformed the benchmark index. On the other hand, defensives saw
profit booking as YTD CNX IT and FMCG indices underperformed by
~13% each on moderating valuations and changing investor preference

• Thus, we rebalance our portfolio, to capture the essence of a broader
economic revival, growing urbanisation and benefits of crude declines.
A di l th dd t k lik C t l I di ( d ) CARE ( )

we assign a P/E multiple of 15x on FY17E EPS to arrive at a fair value of
32500 by end CY15 with Nifty reaching 9750.

FY14 FY15E FY16E FY17E
Sensex EPS 1365 1570 1890 2167
Growth (%) 17.1% 15.0% 20.4% 14.7%
Target Multiple 15x

Strategy 2015 - Sensex & Nifty Target
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Accordingly, thus add stocks like Castrol India (crude), CARE (economy),
Voltas (consumerisation) and Heidelberg Cement (value buying) while we
feel Tata Steel, ONGC are well placed to be added to large cap portfolio.

g p
Sensex Target - December 2015 32500
Corresponding Nifty Target 9750
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• The large cap equity model portfolio-“Quality-21” continued to heavily
outperform the index with ~74% return since its inception (June 21, 2011)
vis-à-vis index return of ~52% in the same period. Our sustained
preference for high quality names has aided this outperformance on a
consistent basis. We continue to be rewarded for our meticulous
approach towards stock selection while we endeavour to emulate the

• Our last portfolio update (June 13, 2014) saw the inclusion of Gail along
with reallocation of weights in favour of real economy sectors (power,
infrastructure & cement) and financials. This aided our portfolio’s
performance to mirror that of benchmark as our weights were more
aligned with the broader index. While our core portfolio holdings
continued to deliver exceptional returns (Axis Bank and SBI delivered 37%

broader index.

• The “Consistent-21” midcap portfolio recovered lost ground and surged
ahead of its benchmark index (~30% outperformance). During the last six
months, our view materialised and “C-21” benefited from the market’s
refocus towards robust business models. Simultaneously, expectations
led rally in fundamentally weaker stocks took a breather. We had
deliberately chosen to stay away from this rally

and 18%, respectively), defensives saw a healthy run-up on value buying.
Thus, “Q-21” marginally underperformed by 0.2% during the period in
consideration

• Our midcap portfolio delivered a superior outperformance of ~3x (24.4%
vs. 7.2% for CNX Midcap) since June 2014 as quality names were back in
demand. We gained substantially from our latest additions, DCB Bank and
JK Cement, that rallied in excess of 70% each while others managed

Source: Bloomberg ICICIdirect com Research

y y y y

• The diversified portfolio (combination of Q-21/C-15 in a 70/30 ratio) has
also outperformed its benchmark indices, given the overall
outperformance of both the portfolios

decent returns in double digits (barring Tata Global). This helped us in
bridging the wedge that was created by the high beta rally in H1CY14
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Source: Bloomberg, ICICIdirect.com Research
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Deal Team – At Your ServicePerformance* so far in SIP mode …
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Investment Value of Investment in Portfolio Value if invested in Benchmark

• Systematic investments at regular intervals in all our three portfolios have
outperformed their respective benchmarks acting as a perfect shield to
the volatility encountered by the market in the last year

• Assuming | 1,00,000 invested as SIP at the end of every month

• Start date of SIP is June 30, 2011

Source: Bloomberg ICICIdirect com Research
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Deal Team – At Your Service
What's in?What s in?

Name Portfolio Weight
Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Largecap 6%
Tata Steel Largecap 4%Tata Steel Largecap 4%
Castrol India Midcap 8%
Voltas Midcap 8%
CARE Midcap 6%
Heidelberg Cements Midcap 6%

What's out ?

Name Portfolio Weight
Reliance Industries Largecap 11%
NMDC Largecap 4%
DCB Midcap 8%
JK Cement Midcap 6%

Source: ICICIdirect com Research

p
Tata Global Beverages Ltd Midcap 6%
Oberoi Realty Midcap 6%
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Tata Steel (TISCO)

Deal Team – At Your ServiceThe story of stocks…

ONGC (ONGC)Tata Steel (TISCO)
• Established in 1907, Tata Steel is a global steel manufacturer with an

installed crude steel making capacity of ~ 28 million tonnes per annum
(MTPA). The company is one of the world's most geographically
diversified steel producers, with operations in 26 countries and a
commercial presence in 50 countries

• We have a positive view on Tata Steel on the back of the growing share of

ONGC (ONGC)
• Oil & Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC), India’s largest national oil & gas

company, is primarily engaged in exploration, development and
production of crude oil and natural gas in both India and abroad. ONGC’s
core strength lies in its strong resource base and increasing production
resulting from aggressive capex. The company has managed to maintain
a diversified portfolio of yielding assets through its wholly ownedp g g

the high margin domestic business in the overall sales mix. Tata Steel
India is currently implementing a capacity expansion plan wherein it is
augmenting its domestic capacity from 9.7 MT currently to 12.7 MT.
Subsequently, the share of higher margin Indian operations in overall
group sales is expected to increase from ~27% in FY12 to ~34% in
FY16E, leading to an expansion of consolidated operating margins

• Tata Steel has also signed an MoU with the Klesch Group to undertake

subsidiary ONGC Videsh (OVL)

• We expect an increase in domestic crude oil production with the expected
ramp-up coming from some marginal fields that are expected to come on-
stream and from the Cairn operated Rajasthan block

• With the sharp decline in crude prices and the government’s deregulation
of diesel prices we expect gross crude oil under recoveries to reduce
f | 1 39 869 i FY14 | 76 505 i FY17E Gi h• Tata Steel has also signed an MoU with the Klesch Group to undertake

detailed due diligence and negotiations for the potential sale of its long
products Europe business and associated distribution activities. If this deal
goes through it will lead to improvement in EBITDA/tonne of European
operation and also aid in possible debt reduction

• Going forward, Indian operations are expected to continue to provide
stability of earnings while its European business has reported operational

from | 1,39,869 crore in FY14 to | 76,505 crore in FY17E. Given the strong
government and the political sensitivity of the decision being the least, we
expect the decision on the subsidy sharing mechanism to come sooner
than later. An increase in US$10/barrel in net oil realisation would increase
ONGC’s EPS by ~| 6.5. Currently, we expect net realisation of
US$44.3/barrel, US$45.5/barrel and US$57.5/barrel for FY15E, FY16E and
FY17E, respectively. . Clarity on subsidy sharing mechanism would create
value for shareholders going forwardefficiencies in the last few quarters on a consistent basis. Current

valuations, thus, appear alluring
value for shareholders, going forward.

(Year-end March) FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15E FY16E
Total Operating Income (| crore) 132899.7 134711.5 148613.6 144989.9 155113.1
EBITDA (| crore) 12416.8 12321.2 16411.0 17569.8 18954.3
N t P fit (| ) 2027 8 332 3 3622 5 4220 3 4792 1

(Year-end March) FY13 FY14 FY15E FY16E FY17E
Net Sales (| crore) 162386.3 174466.6 161498.8 168025.9 186023.1
EBITDA (| crore) 54900.5 58214.5 52384.9 59329.6 74784.0
N t P fit (| ) 23990 3 26653 0 24974 0 30083 2 38844 2Net Profit (| crore) 2027.8 332.3 3622.5 4220.3 4792.1

EPS (|) 20.9 3.4 37.3 43.4 49.3
P/E (x) 18.9 115.2 10.6 9.1 8.0
Price / Book (x) 0.9 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.8
EV/EBITDA (x) 7.1 7.7 6.5 6.4 5.8
RoE (%) 4.5 0.9 8.5 9.0 9.5
RoCE (%) 7.6 6.6 8.7 8.8 9.4

Net Profit (| crore) 23990.3 26653.0 24974.0 30083.2 38844.2
EPS (|) 28.3 31.0 29.5 34.7 44.9
P/E (x) 12.1 11.1 11.6 9.9 7.6
Price / Book (x) 1.9 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.3
EV/EBITDA (x) 5.1 4.0 4.9 4.4 3.4
RoE (%) 15.7 15.8 13.7 15.2 17.5
RoCE (%) 19.6 18.6 16.1 18.1 22.7
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Castrol Ltd (CASIND)

Deal Team – At Your ServiceThe story of the stocks…

Credit Analysis & Research Ltd (CARE)Castrol Ltd (CASIND) 
• Castrol India, a 71% subsidiary of BP plc, is one of the leading players in

the domestic lubricants business. The main focus of the company is on
the lucrative automotive lubricant segment where it commands a market
share of ~22% in value terms. The company derives ~90% of its
revenues from the automotive segment and ~10% in industrial segment.

• Castrol’s volume had remained subdued over the past few years due to

Credit Analysis & Research Ltd. (CARE)
• CARE, the second largest company by market share (~28%), is a pure

play on rating business with ~99% (| 230 crore) of its FY14 core revenue
generated from rating segment. The highlight of CARE’s business is its
best-in class EBITDA margin of 60%+ & PAT margin of 50%+. The
business model is asset light in nature with not much capex (| 10-15
crore) while it generates strong operating cash flow. Dividend payout ratio
ha i p ed f 30% (FY12) t 63% (FY14) hich e e pect t

p y
the slowdown in the economy. We expect Castrol's volume to increase at
3.8% CAGR over CY13-16E from 196.8 million litre in CY13 to 220 million
litre in CY16E mainly on the back of improvement in auto sales and
industrial growth.

• Castrol is the price maker in the automotive lubricant industry. With the
sharp decline in crude oil prices over the past few months, raw materials
costs (base oil prices) for Castrol are expected to come down aiding the

has improved from 30% (FY12) to 63% (FY14), which we expect to grow
to ~73% by FY17E. Considering the improving economic outlook,
peaking of interest rates & gradual & structural development of the bond
market we have factored in 18% PAT CAGR in FY14-17E to | 210 crore.

• CARE is strong in the bank loan rating (BLR) & bond market while it does
not have a significant presence in SME space as of now. Its strong
margins can be attributed to i) relatively lower employee cost ii) high

costs (base oil prices) for Castrol are expected to come down, aiding the
improvement in margins. Subsequently, we expect EBITDA to increase
from | 34.9 per litre in CY13 to | 60.4 per litre in CY16E.

• Castrol’s strong brand positioning and superior distribution network
allows it to command higher pricing power and premium for its products
over its competitors. The company’s focus on the personal mobility
segment will remain the key driver for the automotive lubricant business

proportion of large ticket bank loans & bonds (high margin business) & iii)
offices being largely owned saving on lease cost. Margins are expected to
decline from 64% in FY14 to 62% by FY17E owing to rising focus on the
low margin SME business & mainly due to expected rise in staff costs.

• CARE has emerged as a strong player in the rating business with best
brand recall after CRISIL. The company has strong RoE of 27% for FY14 &
potential to further enhance it to 46% by FY17E

and will create value for shareholders, going forward.
potential to further enhance it to 46% by FY17E.

(Year-end December) CY12 CY13 CY14E CY15E CY16E
Net Sales (| crore) 3120.9 3179.6 3405.0 3641.0 3910.9
EBITDA (| crore) 622.8 687.6 714.9 1207.1 1328.6
Net Profit (| crore) 447 4 508 6 480 1 812 0 889 1

(Year-end March) FY13 FY14 FY15E FY16E FY17E
Revenue (| crore) 227.4       265.1       332.2       392.3       445.8       
EBITDA (| crore) 133.9       146.6       172.9       207.3       237.1       
Net Profit (| crore) 113 3       128 7       161 3       187 6       210 4       Net Profit (| crore) 447.4 508.6 480.1 812.0 889.1

EPS (|) 9.0 10.3 9.7 16.4 18.0
P/E (x) 56.2 49.4 52.3 30.9 28.3
Price / Book (x) 38.7 33.4 43.4 36.1 31.2
EV/EBITDA (x) 39.4 35.7 34.5 20.2 18.2
RoE (%) 68.9 67.7 82.9 116.5 110.5
RoCE (%) 91.8 87.4 117.6 168.2 160.2

Net Profit (| crore) 113.3       128.7       161.3       187.6       210.4       
EPS (|) 39.7         44.4         55.6         64.7         72.5         
PE (x) 36.8         32.9         26.3         22.6         20.1         
Dividend Payout ratio (%) 50.4         62.9         143.9       64.9         73.1         
Dividend Per Share (|) 20.0         27.9         80.0         42.0         53.0         
ROE (%) 26.7         26.6         42.8         44.3         46.2         
ROCE (%) 31.0         29.7         45.0         48.1         51.2         
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Heidelberg Cement (MYSCEM)

Deal Team – At Your ServiceThe story of the stocks…

Voltas (VOLTAS)Heidelberg Cement (MYSCEM)
• Heidelberg Cement is a central regional player that contributes over

~94% of its total revenues. The company has recently doubled its cement
capacity to 6 MT from 3 MT in CY13 at a total capex of | 1570 crore. With
a revival in demand along with stabilisation of new capacity, we expect its
margin to reach over 15% by CY16E with capacity utilisation of over 85%
during the same period

Voltas (VOLTAS)
• Voltas, India’s leading room air conditioner (RAC) manufacturer (with

~20% volume market share) & electro-mechanical project & services
(EMPS) player, is set to benefit from a changing demographic profile &
revival in India’s investment cycle. Its unitary cooling products (UCP)
division’s revenue has grown at 16% CAGR in FY10-14 mainly due to a
change in product mix towards premium products. With sustained
de a d f tie II tie III citie a d i i t e d f ba i ati e

• After scaling up capacity, the company is now focusing on cost reduction.
It has installed a conveyor belt between its limestone reserves and clinker
units, which are 20 km away (at | 200 crore) to transport limestone to its
clinkerisation unit, which is currently being transported by trucks. This
would help the company in achieving cost savings of about ~| 45-
50/tonne. Further, to reduce its power costs, the company is currently
setting up a 13 MW waste heat recovery plant (capex of | 150 crore),

demand from tier-II, tier-III cities and rising trend of urbanisation, we
expect the UCP division to witness volume growth of ~8% (vs. ~5%
industry growth) for FY14-17E.

• In the EMPS business, Voltas’ strategy to focus on profitability by bidding
for small size, high margin projects and their timely execution would help
in margin expansion in future. Given the strong performance of UCP
division, its contribution to revenue may change from current 39% to 44%

which will be commissioned by early 2016E. Considering the benefit of
conveyor belt, economies of scale coupled with better utilisations, we
expect operating margins to improve to 14.8% in CY15E and 15.4% in
CY16E from 6.3% in CY13.

• Healthy operating environment coupled with strong promoter back-up
(Heidelberg AG: world’s third largest producer) allay our concerns with
regard to its debt servicing ability The D/E currently stands at 1 2x

by FY17E. We expect consolidated sales, earnings CAGR of ~12%,
~24%, respectively, in FY14-17E.

• Voltas is trading at a PE multiple of 20x FY16E and 18x FY17E earnings.
We expect the EMPS segment to narrow its losses in FY14 and start
contributing to the EBITDA in FY15E by executing high margin projects. It
will help reduce working capital requirements with improving return
ratios going forward The continuous outperformance of the UCP divisionregard to its debt servicing ability. The D/E currently stands at 1.2x.

Overall we expect revenue CAGR growth of ~16.7% with expected net
profit of | 104 crore by CY16E

ratios, going forward. The continuous outperformance of the UCP division
makes Voltas a re-rating candidate in line with consumer durable stocks.
Based on our SOTP valuation, we arrive at a target price of | 348

(Year-end March) FY13 FY14 FY15E FY16E FY17E
Net Sales (| crore) 5531.0 5266.0 5572.4 6316.7 7395.2
EBITDA (| crore) 238.0 265.6 423.8 501.8 591.0
Net Profit (| crore) 207.8 245.4 486.9 410.3 464.8

(Year-end December) CY12 CY13 CY14E CY15E CY16E
Net Sales (| crore) 1,101.2     1,364.8     1,638.0     1,896.6     2,166.5     
EBITDA (| crore) 74.4         86.4         234.5       281.2       332.6       
Net Profit (| crore) 30.8         (40.7)        65.5         70.8         104.4       

EPS (|) 6.3 7.4 14.7 12.4 14.1
P/E (x) 39.8 33.7 17.0 20.2 17.8
Price / Book (x) 4.5 3.7 3.3 3.0 3.0
EV/EBITDA (x) 33.2 28.8 17.3 14.3 11.9
RoE (%) 12.8 13.5 22.1 16.5 16.7
RoCE (%) 11.1 11.5 15.9 16.9 18.0

EPS (|) 1.4           (1.8)          2.9           3.1           4.6           
P/E (x) 64.7         -            30.4         28.2         19.1         
Price / Book (x) 2.4           2.4           2.3           2.1           1.9           
EV/Tonne ($) 98.4         99.9         88.9         89.6         86.8         
RoE (%) 3.6           (4.9)          7.6           7.6           10.2         
RoCE (%) 2.3           (0.5)          6.2           8.2           10.2         
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Deal Team – At Your ServiceLarge cap portfolio

Earlier NowEarlier Now

Name of the company Weightage(%)
Consumer Discretionary 10
United Spirits 2
Tata Motors DVR 4
Bajaj Auto 2
Titan 2

Name of the company Weightage(%)
Consumer Discretionary 12
United Spirits 4
Tata Motors DVR 4
Bajaj Auto 2
Titan 2

BFSI 27
HDFC 6
HDFC Bank 6
SBI 8
Axis Bank 7
Power, Infrastructure & Cement 13
L & T 8
UltraTech Cement 5

BFSI 30
HDFC 8
HDFC Bank 7
SBI 8
Axis Bank 7
Power, Infrastructure & Cement 15
L & T 8
UltraTech Cement 7UltraTech Cement 5

FMCG 10
ITC 10
Metals & Mining 4
NMDC 4
Oil and Gas 14
Reliance 11
Gail 3

UltraTech Cement 7
FMCG 8
ITC 8
Metals & Mining 4
Tata Steel 4
Oil and Gas 8
ONGC 6
Gail 2

Pharma 5
Lupin 2
Sun Pharma 3
IT 12
Infosys 3
TCS 6
Wipro 3

Pharma 5
Lupin 2
Sun Pharma 3
IT 13
Infosys 5
TCS 5
Wipro 3

Source: Bloomberg ICICIdirect com Research

Telecom 3
Bharti Airtel 3
Media 2
Zee Entertainment 2
Total 100

Telecom 3
Bharti Airtel 3
Media 2
Zee Entertainment 2
Total 100
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Deal Team – At Your ServiceMid cap portfolio

Earlier NowEarlier Now

Name of the company Weightage(%)
Consumer Discretionary 20
Bosch 6
Cox & Kings Ltd 6
Arvind 8

Name of the company Weightage(%)
Consumer Discretionary 34
Bosch 6
Cox & Kings Ltd 6
Arvind 6

IT 6
Info Edge 6
BFSI 16
DCB 8
IndusInd Bank 8
FMCG 14
Kansai Nerolac 8

Voltas 8
Castrol 8
IT 6
Info Edge 6
BFSI 14
CARE 6
IndusInd Bank 8Kansai Nerolac 8

Tata Global Beverages 6
Pharma 6
Natco Pharma 6
Media 8
PVR 8
Capital Goods 6
Cummins 6

IndusInd Bank 8
FMCG 8
Kansai Nerolac 8
Pharma 6
Natco Pharma 6
Media 8
PVR 8
Capital Goods 6Cummins 6

Realty/Infrasturcture/Cement 24
JK Cement 6
Container Corporation of India 6
Oberoi Realty 6
Shree Cement 6
Total 100

Capital Goods 6
Cummins 6
Realty/Infrasturcture/Cement 18
Heidelberg Cement 6
Container Corporation of India 6
Shree Cement 6
Total 100

Source: Bloomberg ICICIdirect com Research
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Deal Team – At Your ServiceDiversified portfolio (1/2)

Earlier NowEarlier Now

Name of the company Weightage(%)
Consumer Discretionary 13
United Spirits 1
Tata Motors DVR 1

Name of the company Weightage(%)
Consumer Discretionary 19
United Spirits 3
Tata Motors DVR 3
B j j A t 1Bajaj Auto 2

Titan 3
Bosch 2
Cox & Kings Ltd 2
Arvind 2
BFSI 24
HDFC 4

Bajaj Auto 1
Titan 1
Bosch 2
Cox & Kings Ltd 2
Arvind 2
Voltas 2
Castrol 2

HDFC Bank 4
SBI 6
Axis Bank 5
DCB 2
IndusInd Bank 2
Power, Infrastructure & Cement 16
L & T 6

BFSI 25
HDFC 6
HDFC Bank 5
SBI 6
Axis Bank 5
CARE 2
IndusInd Bank 2

UltraTech Cement 4
JK Cement 2
Container Corporation of India 2
Oberoi Realty 2
Shree Cement 2

Power, Infrastructure & Cement 16
L & T 6
UltraTech Cement 5
Heidelberg Cement 2
Container Corporation of India 2
Shree Cement 2

Source: Bloomberg ICICIdirect com Research
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Deal Team – At Your ServiceDiversified portfolio (2/2)

Earlier NowEarlier Now

Name of the company Weightage(%)
FMCG 11
ITC 7
Kansai Nerolac 2

Name of the company Weightage(%)
FMCG 8
ITC 6
Kansai Nerolac 2

Tata Global Beverages 2
Metals & Mining 3

NMDC 3

Oil and Gas 10

Reliance 8

Gail 2

Metals & Mining 3

Tata Steel 3

Oil and Gas 6

ONGC 4

Gail 1

Pharma 5
Pharma 5

Lupin 1
Sun Pharma 2
Natco Pharma 2
IT 10
Infosys 2
TCS 4

Lupin 1
Sun Pharma 2
Natco Pharma 2
IT 11
Infosys 4
TCS 4
Wipro 2

Wipro 2
Info Edge 2
Telecom 2
Bharti Airtel 2
Media 4
Zee Entertainment 1
PVR 2

Wipro 2
Info Edge 2
Telecom 2
Bharti Airtel 2
Media 4
Zee Entertainment 1
PVR 2
Capital Goods 2

Source: Bloomberg ICICIdirect com Research

PVR 2
Capital Goods 2
Cummins 2
Total 100

Capital Goods 2
Cummins 2
Total 100

13

Source: Bloomberg, ICICIdirect.com Research
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ANALYST CERTIFICATION

We /I, Pankaj Pandey, Research Analysts, authors and the names subscribed to this report, hereby certify that all of the views expressed inj y y p y y p
this research report accurately reflect our views about the subject issuer(s) or securities. We also certify that no part of our compensation
was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendation(s) or view(s) in this report.

Terms & conditions and other disclosures:
ICICI Securities Limited (ICICI Securities) is a full-service, integrated investment banking and is, inter alia, engaged in the business of stock
brokering and distribution of financial products. ICICI Securities is a wholly-owned subsidiary of ICICI Bank which is India’s largest private
sector bank and has its various subsidiaries engaged in businesses of housing finance, asset management, life insurance, general insurance,
venture capital fund management, etc. (“associates”), the details in respect of which are available on www.icicibank.com.
ICICI Sec ities is one of the leading me chant banke s/ nde ite s of sec ities and pa ticipate in i t all all sec ities t ading ma kets inICICI Securities is one of the leading merchant bankers/ underwriters of securities and participate in virtually all securities trading markets in
India. We and our associates might have investment banking and other business relationship with a significant percentage of companies
covered by our Investment Research Department. ICICI Securities generally prohibits its analysts, persons reporting to analysts and their
relatives from maintaining a financial interest in the securities or derivatives of any companies that the analysts cover.
The information and opinions in this report have been prepared by ICICI Securities and are subject to change without any notice. The report
and information contained herein is strictly confidential and meant solely for the selected recipient and may not be altered in any way,
transmitted to, copied or distributed, in part or in whole, to any other person or to the media or reproduced in any form, without prior
written consent of ICICI Securities. While we would endeavour to update the information herein on a reasonable basis, ICICI Securities is

d bli i d k h i f i Al h b l li h hunder no obligation to update or keep the information current. Also, there may be regulatory, compliance or other reasons that may prevent
ICICI Securities from doing so. Non-rated securities indicate that rating on a particular security has been suspended temporarily and such
suspension is in compliance with applicable regulations and/or ICICI Securities policies, in circumstances where ICICI Securities might be
acting in an advisory capacity to this company, or in certain other circumstances.
This report is based on information obtained from public sources and sources believed to be reliable, but no independent verification has
been made nor is its accuracy or completeness guaranteed. This report and information herein is solely for informational purpose and shall
not be used or considered as an offer document or solicitation of offer to buy or sell or subscribe for securities or other financial
instruments. Though disseminated to all the customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this report at the same time. ICICIg y, y p
Securities will not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving this report. Nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal,
accounting and tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your specific circumstances. The
securities discussed and opinions expressed in this report may not be suitable for all investors, who must make their own investment
decisions, based on their own investment objectives, financial positions and needs of specific recipient. This may not be taken in
substitution for the exercise of independent judgment by any recipient. The recipient should independently evaluate the investment risks.
The value and return on investment may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates or any other reason. ICICI
Securities accepts no liabilities whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of this report. Past performance is not
necessarily a guide to future performance. Investors are advised to see Risk Disclosure Document to understand the risks associated beforey g p
investing in the securities markets. Actual results may differ materially from those set forth in projections. Forward-looking statements are
not predictions and may be subject to change without notice.
ICICI Securities or its associates might have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company or might have
been mandated by the subject company for any other assignment in the past twelve months.
ICICI Securities or its associates might have received any compensation from the companies mentioned in the report during the period
preceding twelve months from the date of this report for services in respect of managing or co-managing public offerings, corporate
finance, investment banking or merchant banking, brokerage services or other advisory service in a merger or specific transaction.
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ICICI Securities or its associates might have received any compensation for products or services other than investment banking or

Disclaimer

ICICI Securities or its associates might have received any compensation for products or services other than investment banking or
merchant banking or brokerage services from the companies mentioned in the report in the past twelve months.
ICICI Securities encourages independence in research report preparation and strives to minimize conflict in preparation of research
report. ICICI Securities or its analysts did not receive any compensation or other benefits from the companies mentioned in the report or
third party in connection with preparation of the research report. Accordingly, neither ICICI Securities nor Research Analysts have any
material conflict of interest at the time of publication of this report.
It is confirmed that Pankaj Pandey, Research Analyst of this report has not received any compensation from the companies mentioned
in the report in the preceding twelve months.
Compensation of our Research Analysts is not based on any specific merchant banking, investment banking or brokerage service
transactions.
ICICI Securities or its subsidiaries collectively or Research Analysts do not own 1% or more of the equity securities of the Company
mentioned in the report as of the last day of the month preceding the publication of the research report.
Since associates of ICICI Securities are engaged in various financial service businesses, they might have financial interests or beneficial
ownership in various companies including the subject company/companies mentioned in this report.
It is confirmed that Pankaj Pandey, Research Analyst do not serve as an officer, director or employee of the companies mentioned in the
report.
ICICI Securities may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with and reach different conclusion from the information presented
in this report.

Neither the Research Analysts nor ICICI Securities have been engaged in market making activity for the companies mentioned in the
report.
We submit that no material disciplinary action has been taken on ICICI Securities by any Regulatory Authority impacting Equity
R h A l i i i iResearch Analysis activities.
This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any
locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation
or which would subject ICICI Securities and affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. The securities
described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain category of investors. Persons in whose possession
this document may come are required to inform themselves of and to observe such restriction.

ICICI Securities Limited has received an advisory mandate from Natco Pharma This report is prepared based on publicly availableICICI Securities Limited has received an advisory mandate from Natco Pharma. This report is prepared based on publicly available
information.

ICICI Securities has been assigned an advisory mandate by Ranbaxy Laboratories Limited with regard to Sun Pharmaceutical Industries
Limited’s acquisition of Ranbaxy Laboratories Limited. This report is prepared on the basis of publicly available information.
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